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Abstrract: In this revview paper, diffferent underwatter image enhanncement techniq
ques are studiedd. Underwater iimaging is a ch
hallenging in thee zone
of phhotography speecifically for loow resolution and
a also the orrdinary digital camera. Becauuse of there aree some issues occur in underrwater
pictuures like as low contrast, blurrring, limited rannge visibility, noise,
n
non-unifo
orm lighting, coolor diminishedd, and bright arrtifacts so due to
t this
reasoon the underwaater picture is not
n clear. Hencee in the underw
water image en
nhancement, thee main task is tto improve the image visibilitty and
restorre the color by eliminating unw
wanted effect during
d
the proceessing of imagin
ng.
words: Underwaater image, blurrring, noise, vissibility.
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I. IN
NTRODUCTIION
In thhese days undderwater imagging is a vast application and
a
becoomes importannt investigatiion field becaause the riveers,
lakess, and seas innclude many valuable resoources inside it.
But, the difficultyy with the unnderwater is thhe loss of color
and also the conttrast of the piicture since according
a
to the
t
signiificant depth the
t color and the
t contrast off the underwaater
pictuure is a change [1]. The reflection
r
of the light varies
greattly with respeect to the lighht reflection that
t
depends on
the configurationn of the occeans. Anothher concern is
assocciated with thhe water that curves
c
the lighht either to maake
crinkkle patterns orr to diffuse. Most
M essentiallly the variety of
the water
w
controlls and effect the refine prroperties of the
t
wateer such as tricckle of the duust in the watter. The lightt is
partlly entered in the water veertically and partly
p
polarizzed
horizzontally accorrding to the reeflected amounnt.
An essential natuure of the veertical polarizzation is thatt it
makees the protest less sparkling and catchess profound color
whicch may not bee conceivablee to catch gennerally. Anothher
outsttanding issuee related to the
t underwateer pictures iss a
conccern with the thickness
t
of thhe water in thee ocean whichh is
view
wed as 800 tim
mes denser meedium than aiir. Thusly, whhen
lightt rays transferr from the airr to the water,, it is somewhhat
refleected invert and
a
in the meantime
m
halffway enters the
t
wateer. The aggreggate light sum that enters the water likewise
beginns lessening begin it goes
g
further in the oceaan.
Likeewise, the watter moleculess to absorb a certain quanttity
of light. Thus, the underwater pictures are obtained darkker
and darker
d
as the profundity
p
inccrements. Nott just the amouunt
of liight rays is consolidated
c
when it goess further yet in
addittion color drop
d
off one by one rellying upon the
t
waveelength of the color. For instance, aboove all else, red
r
colorr vanishes att the profunddity of 3m. Besides,
B
orannge
colorr begins vaanishing whille we go further.
f
At the
t
profu
fundity of 5m, the orange color is lost. Thirdly a larrge
portiion of the yelllow color goes off at the proofundity of 100m
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su
ubsequently the
t
purple aand green dissipate
d
at father
f
prrofundity [12].
Different
D
Undeerwater imagee enhancemen
nt techniques used
fo
or recovery off distorted undderwater imagees:
(1
1)
Dark--channel prioor method (DCP): To reestore
orriginal clearneess of the unnderwater imaage a dark chhannel
method
m
is an effficient and effective method. Because of
o the
lig
ght attenuatioon, the pictture taken in
n the underw
water
en
nvironment iss distorted. O
On the statisstics of the clear
piicture in the air, the DCP
P is based. It is very oftenn that
so
ome pixels haave very less intensity in pure water. These
T
piixels are calleed dark pixelss. By the bacckground lighht, the
in
ntensity of these
t
dark ppixels is co
ontributed inn the
un
nderwater im
mages. Therefo
fore the accurrate estimatioon of
water
w
transmission is providded by the daark pixels. Foor the
hiigh-quality water free pictture and prod
duce a good depth
d
map,
m
this methhod can be used. Even in
i the heavyy blur
im
mages this appproach is phyysically feasib
ble and can obtain
o
th
he distant obbjects. Whenn scene object is inherrently
ho
omogeneous to the backgground light over
o
a huge local
reegion the DCP
P may not be uuseful.
(2
2)
WCID
D Techniqu
ue: The WCID
W
is called
c
Wavelength
W
Coompensation aand Image Deh
hazing. The WCID
W
is the techniquue or method uunderwater im
mage enhanceement
which
w
compennsate wavelength. A WCIID depends on
o an
un
nderwater im
mage formatioon model. The
T
calculatioon of
wavelength
w
payy and picture dehazing join
ns systems to expel
tw
wisting causedd by color chhange and ligh
ht scattering. First,
Dark
D
channel prior
p
techniquue is utilized
d to gauge rem
move
am
mongst cameera and proteest in view of the profuundity
deelineate, the frontal areaa and found
dation rangess are
po
ortioned. The light forces of forefront and
a foundatioon are
co
ontrasted withh deciding neaarness of simu
ulated light iff fake
lig
ght source is recognized, tthe luminancee presented byy it is
ex
xpelled from the closer view territorry. Next dehhazing
caalculation is utilized to evvacuate cloud
diness impactt and
co
olor change.
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(3)
Histogram equalization: Histogram equalization
is a picture processing strategy which utilizes picture
histogram for picture contrast change. This strategy, for the
most part, builds the contrast of distorted (contorted) image
by modifying powers. The technique is valuable in images
with foundation and closer views that are both splendid or
both dim. Histogram equalization is a strategy for altering
image forces to upgrade contrast [11].
In the second section we studied the literature review of the
previous papers and further discussed the literature review
table. In the third section conclusion is discussed.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Sudhansu Mallik et. al. [1]: In this paper, they introduce
Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization
(CLAHE) color model for haze removal and their main
focus on the underwater picture improvement through haze
removal algorithm by using DCP (Dark channel prior)
strategy. It displays a good output by reducing noise and
haze effect but in some circumstance, it darkens the picture.
Histogram Equalization (HE) technique used to enhance the
dehazing output. Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram
Equalization on RGB model has been followed in our way
to deal with change the level of contrast and force of dehaze
picture. At last, a color correction algorithm for the visually
appreciable result has been used.
Tao Chen et. al. [2]: In t his paper, Tri-state median filter is
used to maintain the picture detail and also used for
repressing impulse noise. Before applying filter thoroughly,
they integrate the center weighted median filter and the
standard median filter into a noise detection configuration to
find whether a pixel is damaged. Extensive simulation
outputs exhibit that the planned filter constantly better than
other
Amir Beck et. al. [3]: In this article analyze gradient-based
strategy for picture deblurring and denoising issue based on
the discretized Total Variation (TV) reduction model with
restriction. They obtain a quick algorithm for the
constrained total variation -based picture deburring issue. To
attain this task they integrate an acceleration of the widelyknown double perspective to the denoising issue with a
unique monotonous variant of a “Fast Iterative
Shrinkage/Thresholding Algorithm (FISTA)” they have
currently established. The outcome Gradient-Based
algorithm portion is a significant simply joint with a
demonstrate the global rate of confluence which is
significantly more appropriate than presently known
gradient projections-based techniques. Their outcomes are
relevant to both the isotropic and anisotropic discretized
Total Variation functional.
Alin Achim et. al. [4]: Synthetic aperture radar pictures are
basically pretentious by multiplicative speckle noise, which
is the cause of the rational nature of the scattering
phenomenon. In this article proposed a novel Bayesianbased algorithm within the framework of wavelet examine,
which minimize speckle in Synthetic aperture radar picture
although preventing the structural property and textural
detail of the scene. Firstly, they exhibit that the subband
decompositions of logarithmically changed Synthetic
aperture radar picture are correctly modeled by alpha-stable
distributions, a class of heavy-tailed densities. They utilize
the alpha-stable model to build up a blind speckle© 2015-19, IJARCS All Rights Reserved

suppression processor that implements a nonlinear operation
on the data and they compare this nonlinearity to the degree
of non-Gaussianity of the data. In conclusion, they evaluate
their anticipated technique to current state-of-the-art soft
thresholding method applied to real Synthetic aperture radar
imagery and they estimate the obtain presentation
enhancement.
D. Darian Muresan et. al. [5]: This paper shows a novel
perspective to picture denoising utilizing adaptive principal
apparatus. Their estimations are that the picture is corrupted
by additive white Gaussian noise. The new denoising
method implements good in terms of PSNR values and in
terms of picture visual fidelity, the new method
differentiates very well averse to a few of the most currently
declared denoising algorithm.
Frédéric Petit et. al. [6]: In this article, an underwater
image enhancement technique utilizing quaternions is
exhibited. This work expects to enhance the color
performance and contrast of the articles as if the scene has
been removed from the water. This technique depends on
light disable reversal after operate a color space contraction
utilizing quaternions. Connected to the white, the lessening
gives a hue vector characterizing the watercolor. Utilizing
this reference pivot, geometrical transformations into the
color space are figured with quaternions. Pixels of water
regions of prepared pictures are processed to gray or colors
with a low immersion while the items stay completely
colored. So in this manner, the contrast of the watched scene
is essentially made strides improved, the contrast between
the foundation and whatever is left of the image is
expanded, giving the first approach towards a presegmentation step.
Haocheng Wen et. al. [7]: In this paper, they determine
another underwater optical model to depict the development
of an underwater picture, and at that point propose a
compelling underwater picture improvement calculation
with this model. Their calculation is compelling and
physical legitimate, and can well handle deep-sea picture
and these pictures caught from turbid waters.
Balvant Singh et. al. [8]: Image enhancement is an
approach to enhancing the quality of the picture by
enhancing its feature. Because of the poor detectable
condition, the underwater picture suffers from low contrast
and resolution, hence an object recognition becomes the
typical task. This article comparative study of different
contrast enhancement method for such underwater picture is
shown. Contrast stretching, and histogram equalization (HE
) method compare with the performance of Contrast Limited
Adaptive Histogram Equalization(CLAHE) method. SNR
and Mean square Error (MSE) parameter are used to
comparison the performance of underwater image.
Rajesh Kumar Rai et. al. [9]: In the underwater pictures
the objects are not clearly observable because of the
scattering of light and low contrast and the large noise exist
in the underwater area. So it is hard to segmentation in such
area without missing the detail of the object. In this article, a
process of segmentation is executed for underwater pictures,
in which the image quality is primarily improved using
contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization method and
later histogram thresholding is using to segment the items.
And also consider the comparative analysis of the different
Histogram thresholding methods. SNR and Mean square
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Error (MSE) parameter are used to comparison the
performance of underwater image.
Kashif Iqbal et. al. [10]: In case of underwater,
transparency of pictures is corrupted by light retention and
dispersing. This reason one shading to require the picture.
So as to enhance the discernment of underwater pictures,

they suggest an approach in view of slide stretching. The
goal of this approach is twofold. Furthermore, the intensity
and saturation stretching of HSI is utilized to expand the real
nature and tackle the issue of lighting. Interactive software
has been created for underwater picture improvement.
Outcomes of the software are shown in this paper.

Table 1: A brief overview of this literature review
Author Name
Year
Technology Used
1999
Tri-state median filter
Tao Chen et. al.
2003
Bayesian wavelet shrinkage
Alin Achim et. al.
2011
CLAHE method
Balvant Singh et. al.
2012
CLAHE
enhancement
and
Rajesh kumar Rai et. al.
thresholding
2007
An Integrated Colour Model
Kashif Iqbal et. al.
3. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the different underwater image
enhancement methods for underwater image and also study
the different issues that occur in the underwater image like
as low contrast, blurring, poor visibility, noise, color
diminished, and non-uniform lighting. Different underwater
image enhancement techniques used to improve the quality,
contrast of the picture and remove the different noise
particles.
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